
 

Making the general ledger file readable by ExcelFSM – Sample A 
 
 
This document shows the editing work that needed to be done in this case, to make the general ledger readable by ExcelFSM. 



 
The general ledger produced by the accounting software was printed/exported to a Comma Separated Value (.csv) file 

The .CSV file was then converted into an Excel file, as follow: 
 
click File > Save As 
select the .xlsx file type 
click Save. 
 
 





ExcelFSM reads the general ledger data according to the specifications provided in 
this dialog. 
 
Starting with the first transaction row and following the specifications provided,    
for each account in the general ledger excel sheet, ExcelFSM reads, sequentially,  
the specified data of all the account transactions (Date, Document reference, 
Allocation Account, and up to 3 more optional fields), ending when the Date field 
does not contain a date. 
 
Therefore, for each account,  
 
all the transactions rows must be listed without any other rows between. 
 





 
As we can observe from the image above, page headers rows (in orange) and periodic subtotals rows (in yellow) are inserted between the 
transactions rows. 
 
 
These rows were easily removed by using the excel Data Filter. For the first row of the page headers, we selected ‘Nominal Detail’ in column A 



 
then selected all filtered rows and deleted those rows 



 
For the second row of the page headers, we selected ‘Nominal Detail’ in column E 



 
then selected all filtered rows and deleted those rows 



 
For the periodic subtotals rows, we selected ‘1’ ‘2’ ‘3’ ‘4’ ‘5’ ‘6’ ‘7’ ‘8’ ‘9’ ‘10’ ‘11’ ‘12’ in column C 



 
then selected all filtered rows and deleted those rows 



 
After deleting the page headers rows and the periodic subtotals rows, we had the following 

 
As highlighted in grey, some transactions rows were missing the transaction date and document reference. This accounting software 
removes the repeated data from these fields. To fill these empty fields, we copied the data from the preceeding transaction row. 



 
After making the general ledger readable by ExcelFSM, the Read General Ledger Data specifications were these  

 
One particularity of this general ledger is there is no allocation account field for the transactions. This is why we specified the empty 
column Z. Nevertheless, ExcelFSM was able to read and organized the accounting data to allow the Drill Down. 



 
Example: from the item details of a financial statement note, double-clicking the account balance displays the account’s transactions  


